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ABSTRACT 

To explore about origin of universe and life is always an important topic of discussion and exploration to human and mankind. A lot 

of theories had been put forward regarding concept of evaluation and origin of life, like Clay theory, Panspermia, Biopoesis, Vitalism, 

Endosymbiosis, Spontaneous generation and Big Bang theory. All of above said theories are similar in some aspects while differ in 

other. Greek-Arab Scholars had also put forth the theory of Arkan Arba (Four basic constituents) regarding origination, the great Arab 

scholar and physician “Ibn Sina” known as “Avicenna” in western part of globe, was also one of the pioneer follower of concept of 

four Arkan i.e. Arkan Arba and explained origin of universe on the foundation of Arkan Arba in his treatise Al Qanoon Fit Tib (The 

canon of Medicine). 

This paper aims at discussing elemental origin of Universe and concept of Arkan Arba in Avicenna’s perspective. 
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INTRODUCTION 

From very beginning human is prying to know about origin of 

universe and life. A lot of theories regarding had came in 

consideration about it. Theory of Arkan Arba (four basic 

constituents), is one of them. Ancient philosphers had believed 

that universe is originated from basic constituents called as 

Rukn in singular and Arkan in Plural form. Some of the 

ancient philosophers believe that life had originated from a 

single Rukn while other believed that more than a number of 

Rukn participate in formation of Universe. One of ancient 

scholars “The Heraclitus” (540-475BC) had opinion that only 

one Rukn i.e. Nar (Fire) is responsible for origin of universe; 

“Hippasus” also corroborated this concept
1,2

. while 

“Anaximenes” (611-544BC) said Hawa (Air) to be the basic 

Rukn, in same context “Diogenes” supported this 

conception
1,2

.  

“Thales” and “Hippon” advocated Maa (Water) is the root 

cause of everything
1-4

. “Pherecydes” (600-550BC) said that all 

creature i.e. inanimate objects, minerals, plants and animals 

made from Arz (Earth)
5
.  

“Xenophanes” (570-470BC) said two components i.e. Earth 

and Water are the creatures of everything and said that the 

earth had arisen from water; he said, the natural phenomena 

start with the combination of these primary components
6
.  

Later on blending of above four constituents were proposed as 

the basic components for the origin of universe and life also. 

The concept called as Arkan Arba had been given by 

Empedocles in 5
th

 century BC
3,4,7,8,9

. 
 

In Greek system of medicine, Arkan Arba (Four basic 

components) are considered to be basic constituents for origin 

and existence of universe as well as life i.e. Nar (Fire), Hawa 

(Air), Maa (Water) and Arz (Earth).  

Eminent philosophers of Greek Medicine Pythagoras, 

Empedocles, Hippocrates, Plato and Aristotle; followed and 

invoked the theory of four Arkan (four basic constituents). 

They defined that Arkan are building blockers as the simpler 

and undividable matter in the same context, which involves 

intrinsically are essential for universe
3,10

. In modern era some 

renowned theories like Clay theory, Panspermia, Biopoesis, 

Vitalism, Endosymbiosis, Spontaneous generation and Big 

Bang theory  etc tries to describe origin of universe. 
11,12,13

  

Hippocrates projected the concept of four humours which was 

based on this concept of four Arkan. 
14

 Jalinoos (Galen) said 

about Mawalid-e-Salasa (Trimatters) i.e. animal and plants 

and minerals all are made from Arkan Arba; Nar (fire), Maa 
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(water), Hawa (air) and Arz (earth) as a primary remote 

substance
15

. They said four Arkan represent to cold, dry, 

moist, and hot humors in the body. They should be in balance 

quantitatively and qualitatively yield health; and any 

disturbance leads to diseases
8
.  

Concept of Arkan Arba: Avicenna’s view  

How can four basic components be the building blocks for all 

the substances in the world? What does each of them 

contribute? 

Renowned philosopher “Abu Ali al-Husain Ibn Abdullah Ibn 

al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Sina” generally remembered as “Shiekh 

ur Rais Ibn Sina” by Greek-Arab scholars, also called 

“Avicenna” in west, was born in 980 AD in Bukhara,
16

 tried to 

answer all these questions. Key to his answers was the "Giver 

of Forms" a universal active intellect, which infuses the 

substantial form into the composite when the Arkan are 

properly combined and disposed, so that they have the right 

complexion for that form. The complexion depends on balance 

of Arkan and their qualities
9,17

.  

Ibn Sina quoted that, simplest bodies are the four components 

viz. “Fire”, “Air”, “Water”, and “Earth”. Their forms are only 

pairs of the opposite qualities hot–cold, moist–dry: for 

instance, water is cold and moist. The qualities of these Arkan 

are essential for transformation. From these simple 

components (Arkan) all natural beings are generated, and they 

can be transformed into elaborated forms
18

.   

Avicenna said that all four Arkan make influence on one 

another, until - unless homogeneity is achieved, called as 

elemental mixing. The Arkan if once got compound and mix 

with each other can perform functions, the body made after 

amalgamation of Arkan does hold the power, while taken 

exclusively, it cannot perform their functions properly
19

.         

Gruner says in his book a simple body (Arkan) is not being 

determined as a quality, body, matter. Only burning is not 

quality of Nar (fire), its quality may be seen in plants, now we 

can say growth is of the quality of fire (innate heat), in 

different structures likewise what is immobile is due to earth, 

as well as nourishment from air  and whatever depletes shows 

the essentiality of water
20

.  

Ibn Sina suggested that the four Arkan are indivisible, and are 

elementary components or unsubdivided; for all creatures in 

varied forms
20

.  

Mc Ginnis stated in his book “The Physics of The Healing” 

that Avicenna advises a term “minima naturalia”, or orders of 

magnitude beneath which an Arkan (basic components) 

become unable to hold back its kind form and functions. In 

effect, Avicenna is in view that Arkan are bodies that cannot 

physically be divided further
19

. In the view of status and 

involvement as a substrate these, it is believed that Arkan are 

simpler and indiscrete, for instance if one see the synthesis of 

chloroform; methane is in combined form not as Carbon and 

Hydrogen. So methane is as a simple state and undividable in 

spite of compound form, if it is divided; will not perform its 

actual function as substrate. 
10

 If one has an idea regarding 

with atmospheric air that comes in the body, then some 

changes take place in lungs, and oxygen goes to blood 

circulation. So air as a compound form breaks up in oxygen at 

specific level but if we take only oxygen during inspiration, 

don’t survive
21

.  

These various forms of Arkan are responsible for different 

kinds in origin, functions, activities and their existence also. 

Two are light, Fire and Air and two are heavy i.e. Earth and 

Water among these Arkan
20,22

. So it can be said that four areas 

i.e. igneous, aqueous, terrestrial and aerial are confronting 

Mawalid-e-Salasa (Trimatters) i.e. the mineral, plant, and 

animal origin as a three materialisations
10

.   

Positions of Arkan Arba (four basic constituents) 

 

 
   

Position of Rukun Arz (Earth) is at the centre of universe. 
7
 

Naturally it is cold and dry. Arz in the body, imparts fixation 

and holds together into a wadded structure and held the form 

externally
23,24,7

.  

Position of Rukun Maa (water) is exterior to the Arz (Earth) 

sphere but to the Hawa (Air) interiorly because of its density. 

Augustine agrees water means that is formless. 

 It is cold and moist in nature. The purpose of water in the 

world as it contributes to dispersion of anything and assumes, 

without permanency it takes any embodiment. So it provides 

any shape which is easily formed, expands and modified 

which is due to its moistness, its moisture helps to protect the 

friability of anything
23,24

.  

Water particularly contains vitalizing ability, as we know very 

well that; many living organisms developed in Maa (water), 

and the germ of all animate being is fluid.  

Water may be understood as fundamental moisture 

(Paracelsus), which is utterly necessary to living beings for 

their survival; so the plant becomes unable to produce their 

branches, leaves, flowers and fruits in the absence of water. So 

human can flourish with this wetness of water, or indigenous 

moisture which is derived from Rutubat-e-Unsuria or 

Ustuqussia or Joharia it means cellular fluid
25,26,7

.
  
 

The Hawa (Air) stands above the Water, and beneath the Fire 

due to its relative weightlessness and naturally it is hot and 

moist, it subtilizes and furnishes and make the creations easier, 

frailer, and make the things able to displace
7,23,24

.  

Nar (Fire) is an elementary substance; its position is higher 

than three elements
23

. It is Hot and Dry in nature. Everything 

becomes able to grow, attenuate, rectify, and blends with other 

things easily due to its sheer weightlessness and penetrative 

power. These powers enable it to inhibit and maintain the 

Naar 
(Fire)

Hawa 
(Air)

Maa 
(Water)

Arz 
(Earth)
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concordance of absolute coldness of two Rukun Barid i.e. 

water and earth
20

.  

Gruner says in his book a simple body (Arkan) is not being 

determined as a quality, body, matter. Only burning is not the 

element of Nar (fire), element of fire may be seen in plants, 

now we can say growth is of the quality of fire (innate heat), 

in different structures likewise what is immobile is due to 

earth, as well as nourishment from air  and whatever depletes 

shows the essentiality of water
20

.   

These basic constituents affect the all creatures in various 

aspects; so the continuous movement of the Arkan is occurring 

in the living beings cyclically or progressively, which is 

characterized by physiological changes, and growth occurs
20

. 

Since a number of physical and chemical properties depend on 

the energy associated with motion. For example, a chemical 

bond may break up if a lot of energy becomes condensed in it, 

for example as energetic vibration
27

.  

And if we see at cellular level, the chemical reactions in the 

cell depend upon extracted energy from nutrition this needs of 

energy is continuously and constantly because of 

transformation of energy
28

.   

DISCUSSION 

By above discussion about qualities of Arkan Arba, we can 

infer here that the Arz, Ma, Hawa and Nar are the driest, 

coldest, moistest and hottest in all, respectively. Therefore, the 

qualities of Arkan takes part in composition of things, shows 

different properties. Habitat determines the dominancy of any 

Rukun in the formation of animate; for instances, survival in 

terrestrial areas and aquatic habitats, Rukun Arz and Ma are 

responsible respectively, and likewise in birds Rukun Hawa is 

dominant. If the habitat is altered, survival of animate 

becomes difficult or impossible due to dominant Rukun of that 

particular animate
10

.  

As described by another eminent scholar Ibn Rushd in his 

treatise Kitab-ul-Kulliyat, that elemental organization of Arkan 

takes place in plant while second order organisation in 

animals. The herbivorous consumes plants in diet directly or 

indirectly. After death by degradation and putrefaction they 

return to their source of origin and transformation occurs. 
29

  

 In biochemical aspect physiological alterations may be 

accounted in the view of the influencing and chemical 

constituents; 
20

 this phenomenon is explained as an Istehala or 

Kaun wa Fasaad (those substance gets a new structure and 

drops another)
 30, 19

  

In this scenario, Ibn Sina had great thought about Istehala, he 

said nothing is at rest in this world so everything goes to 

alteration qualitatively or quantitatively like Arz (Earth) 

accepts the cast of plants, and water gets air, indirectly water 

turns fire; and Fire is getting air etc
31,20

.  

If we see ecological system in the world with the context of 

Istehala, to achieve this phenomenon plants bring a critical 

role in the transformation of energy throughout ecologic 

organization. Plants absorb mineral and water from the earth 

through their roots, and come up towards the leaves, and 

commingled with carbon dioxide (CO2) comes from the 

atmospheric air which helps in the formation of organic 

compounds, and photosynthesis occurs, here energy is used 

and commuted into chemical energy and attached with the 

organic contents, as oxygen is letting go out and utilized by 

other organisms and plants for respiration. 
32

 Hence, a case in 

point if the substance water is heated, then at some point, 

when there is a greater preponderance of heat than cold, the 

water achieves the new phase of air (steam). This example 

exactly fits Ibn Sina’s account. A gradual accidental change or 

alteration of a quality of the water, namely, its temperature, 

leads ultimately to a substantial change
33

.  

Moreover, Ibn Sina claims that, fire moves upward and earth’s 

motion downward, both seek a place for the whole of 

themselves. It is absurd, so they seek the extremity of a body 

that is above or below, for it is absurd that the whole of the 

body should meet with the limit. Hence it is the ordered 

position in the interval that is sought. So, once there is the 

mixture, the simple constituent does harbor the power 

permeating the whole that occurs after the mixture, whereas, 

when taken alone, it does not
19

.  

According to Unani concept of medicine all four Arkan had 

different temperament as Rukn Naar is hot temperament, Rukn 

Maa is cold temperament, while Rukn Arz and Rukn Hawa are 

dominate in hardness and  mobility respectively. The Unani 

system describes separately about heat and cold which are in 

energy and dryness and moister are in mass regarding this 

subject, Ayub Israeli said in his book “Aksarai” stated that 

heat produces warmness, dispersion, resolvableness, and 

evaporation etc, coldness aggregates the things, compact and 

put an end the heat, an objects become gentle, oleaginous, slim 

and mobile due to moistness, and hardness, stability and 

resistance on account of dryness and all four Arkan with 

proper quantity provide stability to Universe
7,34

.  

CONCLUSION 

With above discussion it can be concluded that Avicenna’s 

concept of Arkan Arba is valid and potential concept which 

can explains origin of life and universe, Unani (Greek Arab) 

Medicine is based on this concept of Arkan Arba and scholars 

of Unani System of Medicine had been treating the disease 

and serving the humanity since centuries in accordance of this 

concept only, this again revalidated Avicenna’s concept on 

practical aspect. 
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